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Coverage Areas:



In the beginning…

Virginia’s traveler information 

program 

Travel Shenandoah was the first

iteration of a traveler information 

system for the I-81 Corridor and

the Shenandoah Valley. 

The system started as a  Pilot between Virginia

Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI), 

Shenandoah Telecommunications 

Company (Shentel) and under sponsorship by 

VDOT. 

This successful initiative grew into the

statewide “511 Virginia” system. 



Since 2005, VDOT has provided traveler information

across Virginia.

• Technologies and methods of receiving and sharing information 

continue to change significantly. 

• Through the emergence and popularity of third party mobile apps, 

traffic information is now available at our fingertips.



The Current 511 Website for Virginia



Current 511 Service

• travel times

• incidents

• work zones

• road conditions

• 95/395 

multi-modal

• weather

• cameras

• bridge info

• Our people:

- TOCs/Ops

- CSC

- Communications

• mile markers

• DMS/DDMS
• rest areas

• planned

events



Waze Information Layer

Waze 

Data



• People can report both unplowed roads through the Hazards -> Weather section of the app’s 

reporting tools, and it’s live and available in all 185 countries where Waze is currently 

available. In Virginia, specifically, Waze will be providing to the VDOT back data from its 

crowdsourced snow condition data gathering, which will use it along with other info about 

snow clearance from its own sources to help better inform its snow removal efforts during 

future cold seasons.*

• * Source: https://techcrunch.com/2019/12/10/waze-adds-unplowed-road-reporting-feature-for-better-awareness-of-winter-

driving-hazards/

WAZE-Unplowed Roads Reporting 

• Crowdsourced navigation app and Google subsidiary Waze is 

adding new features that allow you to report within the app 

unplowed roads made more dangerous or inaccessible during 

snowstorms, and also to see reports posted by other people who

have already added their own to the map. 

• This Waze update was also developed by the company after it received a 

recommendation from the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) to build this kind of 

reporting option, working with the municipal agency through its “Waze for Cities Data” 

partnership and data sharing program.



Traffic Speeds

Traffic 

Speeds



Destination 

Dynamic Message 

Signs (DDMS)



“Reach the Beach” Campaign

• Original Deployment Provided Travel Times to Beach Travelers 

(2014)

• Currently have (17) DDMS and (464) DMS across the 

Commonwealth

• Travel Times based on INRIX data

• Provide travel times through:

– 511 Website

– Mobile App



DDMS and DMS Signage

DDMS 

& 

DMS



DDMS and DMS Signage

DDMS 

& 

DMS

DDMS



• (21) Call agents staffing the 24/7 CSC in Salem

• Emergency Weather Event Central Office Augmentation Site

• Is the storm only in one area of the state, not a metropolitan area meaning less 

than 1 million population

• Call volumes, depending on the “Q” time

• Requiring extended service time for BIG storms, additional staffing needs for 

coverage starting at 6am-10pm

• Augmentation site can take an additional 12 calls at one time

• Special situations

• I-77 Incident

VDOT Customer Service Center(CSC)



Site Description 

I-77 is a rural, 4 lane mountainous freeway in 

southwest Virginia

18,000 AADT with 27% trucks

65 mph base speed limit



Safety Issues on I-77

Frequent, dense fog creates dangerous driving 

conditions for motorists on I-77

Low visibility leads to chain-reaction rear-end crashes
• 95 car crash event with 3 fatalities March 30, 2013

• 28 car crash event on October 3, 2014



New Traveler Information Changes

13 DMSs

36 full matrix VSL signs

8 VSL cutout signs

25 CCTV cameras

22 Wavetronix sensors

14 RWIS stations



Project Travel Trends for Holidays and Popular periods 

of Travel

• VDOT uses archived crowd soured data (probe speed and travel 

time) to produce and publish Holiday Travel Trend maps which 

inform travelers about traffic conditions on high travel periods.

• Travel periods include: Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, 

Thanksgiving, Christmas holidays, and New Year.

Holiday Travel Trends

– 3 years of Probe Data

– 30 minute intervals 

– One page to view all data



• Speed Data Preparation

• Latest 3 years of Speed Data for the same holiday period is 

prepared for averaging.

• Impact of atypical conditions like incident, weather conditions, 

work zone, special events, etc. are taken into consideration

• Data Averaged into 30 min intervals

• Congestion Level Assigned based on pre-determined 

Speed Threshold

Holiday Travel Trends

• Speed thresholds assigned to 

different levels of congestion 

based on experience, posted 

speed limits, rural or urban 

area, and roadway gradient



Projected 2019 Memorial Day

Weekend Traffic
Holiday Travel Trends



Holiday Travel Trends
Observed 2019 Memorial Day 

Weekend Traffic



Research Topics



Work Zone Queue Measurement

• INRIX can dynamically produce sub-XD links with a 

resolution up to 250 meters (0.16 mi)

• Sub-XD links are generated when they have a detected speed 

substantially different from the parent link

• Must be defined ahead of time, not archived by INRIX



Example:  Measuring Queues with Sub-XD Data

• VDOT deployed a Smart Work Zone on I-95 SB in Emporia, VA

• Installed a number of radar sensors to measure traffic speeds

• Queue warning messages were triggered when speeds 

dropped below 40 mph



RITIS Congestion Scan 

TMC Data – 7/12/17

Max Queue = 1.97 Mi,

2nd TMC is 1.6 mi long

Max Queue from 1:16 PM to 4:29 PM



Comparison



Assessing Queue Management Techniques for Paving



Beyond traveler information, crowdsourced data is being research for a 
variety of other applications, including:

• Use of crowd sourced data to produce performance measures and 

conduct analysis that facilitate improved decision making, project 

development and resource allocation.

• Use as a supplemental or replacement data source for speed limit 
studies

• Identification of locations with excessive speeding to share with 
enforcement agencies

• Use of crowdsourced data from Streetlight to see if they can enhance 

their AADT volumes with such attributes as hourly profiles.

• Use of INRIX trajectory data to examine how vehicle travel paths change 

in response to toll rates on I-66 Inside the Beltway.

• Exploring use of Waze event data to generate maintenance needs for 

area headquarters

Other Crowdsourced Data Research Topics
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